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universities should not only be stimulating the1

debate, we should be working to solve the problems of2

racial divide in our country, for universities are3

uniquely positioned to educate and to assist in the4

development of the next generation of leaders.5

Indeed, it is at a university where one6

can see that it is study and learning, not color or7

race, that really count.  It is at a university where8
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talk about the value of diversity.  We have a panel1

doing that.  And then we’ll talk about what works on2
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result of knowing that we are in the business of1

creating information, collecting information, as well2

as offering advice to the President with respect to3

race.4

I think it’s very important that we5

remember that we are an Advisory Board to the6

President’s Initiative on Race.  People ask me from7

time to time, "what are you doing?  Have you solved8

the problem yet?"9

(Laughter.)10

And "When can we expect a final report on11

the euphoric state of race relations in the United12

States?"  I have to remind them that we are not in the13

business of solving a problem, although we are in the14

business of trying to see what the problem is and15

trying to suggest to the President what might be done
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who would challenge that boast, they are persuaded1

they are.2

Then there was a very important meeting of3

the American Council on Education which had as its4

4
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enthusiasm of the group that met with the theme "Let’s1

Talk About Race."  2

And one is very impressed too with the3

fact that not only in Durham and in North Carolina4

does the discussion involve black and white, the5

Hispanic population of North Carolina is increasing6
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traditionally exclusive, I got some very positive1

feedback.  There was a level of appreciation for the2

honesty of speaking with them directly about their3

history and their reputation as a profession,4

especially with regard to race and racism, as it is5

expressed in employment at times.6

I’ve spoken before the Asian Pacific7

Women’s Leadership Institute, a national conference in8

D.C.  This was in late October.  I’ve been asked to9

appear before local government.  County supervisors,10

about 150 of them in Los Angeles, asked me to come and11

speak and along with Zev Yaroslavsky, one of our12

supervisors on the Board.  I appeared before the13

Nati
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Chairman, to President Kirwan for your hospitality and1

your remarks about what your university is doing, to2
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Administration is taking to further the goals of the1

initiative. 2

The first two actions were proposed as3

part of the authorization and reauthorization of the4

Higher Education Act and are particularly appropriate5

to mention in light of today’s description of6

diversity in higher education.7

As you may know, the Higher Education Act8

helps provide access and equity in higher education by9

providing more than $42 billion in student financial10

assistance and by funding programs that provide11

support mechanisms to students from disadvantaged12

backgrounds.  13

Now the two initiatives in this regard are14

one, the creation of a National Need Graduate15
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the federal, state and local community levels to1

bridge racial divides.  And finally, the fifth goal is2

to identify policy and program recommendations and3

solutions in critical areas such as education and4

economic opportunity and all of the work of the5

Advisory Board and the Initiative Staff is undertaken6

with one or more of those five goals in mind.7

We have been working actively over the8

last month and a half in conjunction with the Board9

using the three operational themes of the initiative,10

that of promoting and conducting study, encouraging11

and participating in dialogue and the implementation12

of an action agenda.  We view these Advisory Board13

meetings as an opportunity for both studying issues14

related to race and for informing the nation about the15

facts concerning race.16

I think perhaps one of the most17

significant things that we have been able to do in the18

last month is to expand the information that we are19
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organizations can participate in this initiative by1

looking at these Promising Practices and where2

appropriate, replicating those efforts in their own3

communities, schools, businesses or religious4

organizations.  The Promising Practices are posted on5

our website and we are also going to be providing6

information about these practices through other means.7

I’d like to just share with you briefly8

some information about the Promising Practices that we9

have identified.  Let me first mention the University10

of Maryland’s own diversity programs which are part11

of, which constitute one set of the Promising12

Practices that we described on the web.  The diversity13

initiative is managed here by the Office of Human14

Relations Programs with the assistance of over 7015

students, faculty and staff and in the 1996-199716
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gap in many, many places, the racial divide, and1

moving towards reconciliation.2

One very inspiring story that I heard last3

week which I think is just illustrative and this was4

at the Hate Crimes Conference that Governor Winter5

spoke of, I think is worth just repeating.  Again, it6

is an example, but an example that is being repeated7

over and over again.  8

We heard from one student, an African9

American woman who is attending Eastern Illinois10

University who shared her own personal story of11

courage and grit.  She came to college with little12

personal knowledge of discrimination and racial hatred13

but confronted three racial incidents during her very14

first week at college.  She was the subject of a15

hateful racial epithet spewed at her by a truck driver16

in the small town where the college is located who17

resented her coming into the cross walk requiring him18
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virtually everything we do.1

I also believe that a just and democratic2

society, which we hope to become and to live up to our3

ideals we must, must appreciate the many values of4

diversity, both for reasons of political principle,5
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And it is also enriching intellectually.1

In recent years, we have seen our campuses become more2
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of Maryland, felt compelled as leaders to issue a1

statement on the importance of diversity in university2

admissions.  We spoke and we speak at a time when3

consideration of ethnicity and race in admission4

decisions is poorly understood and under sustained5

attack.  6

One portion of the statement that I wish7

to quote, "A very substantial portion of our8

curriculum is enhanced by the discourse made possible9

by the heterogeneous backgrounds of our students.10

Equally, a significant part of education in our11

institutions takes place outside the classroom in12

extracurricular activities, where students learn how13

to work together, as well as how to compete, how to14

exercise leadership as well as to build consensus.  If15

our institutional capacity to bring together a16

genuinely diverse group of students is removed or17

severely reduced, then the quality and the texture of18

the education we provide will be significantly19

diminished."20

The colleagues whed orn19i209 Tw
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campus cannot be a project to be taken up and then1

dropped for some other priority.  It must become a way2

of life.  3
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executive team.1

Regarding hiring, an examination of our2

1997 college hiring for the third quarter reveals 29003

hires, one third, women; 34 percent minority.  These4

numbers are the result of continuing focus, but are5

neither satisfactory not an opportunity to declare6

victory.7

Regarding the changing business8

environment, that environment is the driving force9

behind our focus.  Our chairman, Lou Gerstner, has
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the U.S. is the only country with people from every1

place else.  Our people, if educate29d preparatetory

t f o l l r o w i n :   c g r e u c 9 d  a f a 
 c u l y  l o  a n p r o g r a m j 4 . d r y
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The second educational issue is how we1
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Finally, from my Chairman Lou Gerstner and1

his book Reinventing Education, encourage federal2

legislators, leaders to underwrite the development of3

curriculum standards, provide incentives for local4

planning and develop tests for measuring school5

performance.  Federal resources should be reallocated6

for schools that will undertake a broader array of7

services in the delivery of those services to8
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CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  Ms.1

Walper?2

MS. WALPER:  Thank you, Chairman Franklin,3

Executive Director Winston, Members of the Board, Dr.4

Kirwan, my mentors, fellow students and friends.  I’m5

excited and honored to be a part of today’s events and6

to talk about the value of diversity for students on7

campus.  8

My name is Jennifer Walper and I am a9

third generation, politically liberal, but10

Conservative Jewish, American, heterosexual,11

Caucasian, woman of far back Middle Eastern, moreU
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educated.  I was culturally enriched, but I had not1

related my own experience to Neil’s.  I had not gained2

an understanding of what it is to be a Buddhist and a3

Japanese person in America and how his experience4

affects my experience as an American, and as a Jewish5

woman in America.6

It was not until midway through my7

sophomore year when I made this realization.  As I8

began to take on more leadership positions, I began to9

interact more with members and leaders of our many10

cultural organizations.  The closer my personal11

relationships became with these people, the deeper and12

more intense our discussions became, but these13

dialogues were limited because I had begun to lose14

touch with my own Jewish-American community.  I was15

able to hear them and I was able to sympathize with16

their causes, but I was unable to realize the impact17

that their causes had on me, the rest of the campus18
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history and our religion, the very existence, the very1

center of our existence. 2

Diversity happened when student groups3

began to realize that the issue is not an Asian issue,4

when the creation of an Asian American studies program5

would mean that the university would take more steps6

to acknowledge that the numbers of multi-ethnic7

students on our campus is not diversity.  Diversity8

occurs when we have engaged and empowered multi-ethnic9

students, including white Anglo-Saxon Protestant10

students.  Division exists when students resent their11

unvalued status on campus and society or when those12

who traditionally hold power in society fear that13

added perspectives means a loss of status.14
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leaders from 18 campus communities, including such1

groups as the Latino Student Union, the Black Student2

Union, the Asian American Student Union and the Jewish3

Student Union, the Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Alliance,4

Women’s Circle, Student Black Women’s Council, the5

Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Association and6
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world.  Some people have said that this is the lowest1

point in human civilization.  I challenge you to prove2

these people wrong.  Define your own box and invite3

others into your box.  Admit to the world that you4

come from a box, even if it’s a box some try to label5

as cultureless, like the white Anglo-Saxon Protestant6

box.  No one is cultureless.  Own your box.  Take your7

box with you when you visit other boxes.  Remember8

that everyone has a box and everyone’s box affects9

your box.  10

Finally, let it matter to you that I am a11

third generation politically liberal, but Conservative12

Jewish, American, heterosexual, Caucasian woman of far13

back Middle Eastern descent and more recent Eastern14
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world history for social disruption and we were1

looking for some constructive disruption and we had2

them deliver their final presentations on December3

1st, the anniversary of Rosa Parks not giving up her4

seat on a bus.  We picked those dates so we could book5

in the work with constructive disruption from an6

historical perspective.7
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MR. CHILDS:  Yes sir.1

CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  And not because of2

Flag Day?3

MR. CHILDS:  Bastille Day, sir.4

GOV. WINTER:  Mr. Chairman, in many5

communities in this country today there seem1wmany 
3.5644 ov , sir.
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We went to Atlanta, Georgia.  They had a1
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question about what I’m calling the 21st Century1

paradigm on race relations.  You’re informed and2

advised by a council that’s African American, it3

sounds like.  And I really would like to know if you4

have seen or encountered new kinds of challenges in5

terms of inter-ethnic or inter-racial issues that6
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wondering, there are these new kinds of conflicts that1

come up and a campus is our place where we can gather2

a lot of intelligence.3
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who become crucially contributing members of the1

community and are stars of the future by offering2

incentives and support.3

CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  Thank you.  I just4

wanted to ask Ms. Walper one question and that is the5

young Englishman who had that attitude toward the6
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CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  We’ll have a ten1

minute break.2

(Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the meeting was3

33
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whom access and success are also important.1

The second dimension, creating the2

conditions in the climate of the campus to support3
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serious engagement of issues of diversity in the1

curriculum and in the classroom has a positive impact2
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(Applause.)1

CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  Thank you very much.2

MR. FRANCIS:  Permit me to express my3 3 3 3
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a better America in our unending struggle for human1

rights, peace and justice as constitutional guarantees2

promised, but long deferred.3

As we discuss America’s future on race,4

there are lessons to be learned and remembered from5

the proud, but untold legacy of HBCUs.  Our student6

bodies are quite diverse, from rural to suburban,7

academic potential to academically prepared, poor to8

middle class and the young and the not so young.9

Despite often meager resources, the HBCU system has10

10

10
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desegregated society on the basis of race of its1

students as a strategy to promote by some their2

extinction is tantamount to perpetuating a fraud equal3

to that imposed on the American people in Plessy v.4

Ferguson4
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replicated.1

In conclusion, all of higher education2

would be well served as we approach the next3

millennium with these growing diversity opportunities4

to use the HBCU comprehensive approach to the total5

education of the individual and this is not a 6

self-serving statement for the HBCUs.  I make it7

because it is in the vested best interest of this8

country that we do so.9

Higher education and diversity issues must10

develop the climate for learning and provide through11

caring and quality teaching and administration the12

recognition that human intelligence and potential is13

not confined to one class or race.  Senior faculty14

teach freshmen at Xavier.  We must stop the talk and15

start walking the walk.  Together, all of our college16

and universities can work to achieve this Commission’s17

goal of one America in the 21st Century by pooling our18

strengths and honoring our shared diversity.19

Thank you very much.20

(Applause.)21
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an African American male steps into the elevator, I1

clutch my purse.  She was crying and crying and there2















125University of Michigan has had a program for a while1and now these programs are starting to spread2throughout the United States.  3A third program is called "On Becoming an4
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little behind.  Thank you very much.  I hope the1

questions will be brief and succinct.2

Governor Winter?3

GOV. WINTER:  Mr. Chairman, let me refer4

an inquiry to my good friend, Dr. Francis.5

Unfortunately, there’s a lot of confusion about the6

concept of Affirmative Action these days.  What you7

are doing at Xavier, it seems to me, with your summer8

institutes and your reaching out to the secondary9

schools is Affirmative Action in its finest sense.10

Not only do you increase the pool of eligible11

students, but you have a leg up in recruiting them for12

your university.13
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And then our third speaker will be Dr.1

Joseph McDonald who is President of Salish Kootenai2

College, an independent tribal community college in3

Montana.  Dr. McDonald has been president of this4

institution for about 20 years and will speak5

primarily about the role of community college and6

tribal colleges as bridges which move students who7

perhaps would not otherwise receive a college8

education into higher education using the course or
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education in this country in the pipeline that’s1

feeding into the universities.2

In supporting Affirmative Action as an
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in what we do as teachers.1

I spoke recently with a professor at a2

western university and he’s teaching a class in race3

relations.  All of the students in his class are white4

and he lamented how difficult it is to get a good5

dis8ror- aboutin rass it wha0(claroomns.Thare )-1e studenod
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events and academic programs not usually available to1

disadvantaged youth, providing personal and career2

counseling, providing tutorial services, providing3
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Education Act, Trio professionals from ten regional1

associls fr4 -s09 eveloped a c frensus posils f ion

eligibility which wasn rcommended to and accepted byl31
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Talent Search programs.  The King/Chavez/Park1

Initiative has served 17,000 to 20,000 students,2

grades 6 to 11, each year at 15 campus-based locations3

in Michigan since its inception in 1987.  I could go4

on and on, but I’m running out of time, Mr. Chairman.5

Let me conclude by saying this, many6

inst
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Commission for your foresight in examining opportunity1

programs in higher education today.  I believe that2

the diversity and breadth of the support they receive3

is indicative of how deeply committed Americans are to4

opportunity.  Moreover, I would suggest an examination5

of the history of the establishment and growth of the6

multi-racial, multi-ethnic coalition which supports7

opportunity programs, is something that the Commission8

might consider doing.9

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman.10

(Applause.)11

CHAIRMAN FRANKLIN:  Thank you very much.12

Dr. Mitchem.13

DR. McDONALD:  Chairman Franklin, Members14

of the Advisory Board, my name is Joe McDonald.  I am15

the president of Salish Kootenai College on the16

Flathead Indian Reservation in western Montana.  I am17

half white and half Indian.  Some people would say I’m18

12
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I wouldn’t say no elitist groups, but very few.  Very1

few of the campuses have fraternities and sororities.2

And the students get jobs upon completing or they go3

on to a baccalaureate degree granting program.4

Amid these 1300 community colleges are 305

tribal colleges, colleges that have patterned6

themselves after the community college model because7

it has-3.nd  successfulew.T the collegstarteandincuse

t h e m s e l v e s  a f t e r  t h e  c o m m u n i t . o n  o u r  3 A n d - 3 . 5 6  C  
 0  T c  
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successful that they’ve been able to be successful and1

mainstream institutions who were so unsuccessful in2

the past?  One thing, they’re tribally controlled.3

They’re tribally established.  The programs are local4

and they don’t have to commute away.  They can do that5

local.  We maintain as low a cost as possible.  Our6

admissions are open.  Many of our Indian people have7

not finished high school.  Many of them have not8

finished the eighth grade, but we find when we bring9

them in and get them in developmental studies, they10

learn very quickly.  They’ve already got the basics11

and they learn very quickly.  The courses are rich in12

Indian culture and each student is treated very13

personably.  They’re treated like they’re precious and14

with as much tender, loving care as possible and they15
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some of the folks that I was sitting with were asking1
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really looking at ethnicity and variations on those1

themes, and so when you put it in the context of2

multiculturalism which we’re doing now as a society,3

both in modern times and in historical terms it’s very4

difficult to talk about race.5

MS. MATSUDA:  I think people use the6

language of diversity because it has a softer edge,7

but I think -- I’ve been influenced by Dr. Franklin’s8

work, understanding the history of this country in9

which race has played a significant part.  And I think10

we sometimes kid ourselves into thinking that that11

history is over and that everyone has an equal shot,12

but there is a lot of empirical evidence in many13

fields, whether it is economics, sociology, education,14

business, that says that is just not true, that you15

could take two children born in different quadrants of16

this city, of different races, and you can predict17

that their life chances are going to be different.18

And that’s an American tragedy that I think we need to19

come to terms with.20

So I for one am not ready to stop talking21

about race, but it is hard.  It’s a hard conversation22

to have because of preconceived notions that people23

have, defensiveness that people have when you try to24
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injustices that the American people are asking this1

initiative to examine and inform as to will these2

injustices ever be articulated and will there ever be3

remedies discussed or the poter bs.  I’m noat alskine
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for the work of the President's Initiative on Race and1

I am deeply grateful to them for the support that they2

p r o v i d e  t h i s  B o a r d  a n d  t h e  c o n t i n u i n g  f a c i l i t y  t h a t3

t h e y  p r o v i d e  f o r  t h e  P r e s i d e n t  h i m s e l f .   A n d  I ' m4

g r a t e f u l  t o o  f o r  t h e  W h i t e  H o u s e  i n i t i a t i v e  t h a t  i s5

busier than you can see from observing.  You have to6

know what's going on there which is a great deal going7

on every day and that is impressive too.  So we move8
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